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This invention relates .to a machine for the rapid inà 
troduction of heat into materials that are poor con~ 
ductors of heat and especially for the carbonization of 
carbonaceous materials such as coal; and is more par 
ticularly directed to a retort device for increasing the 
rate of carbonization, the purity of distillation products, 
and reduction of heat required to carbonize a given quan 
tity of material. 
The primary object of the rinvention is to provide a 

machine »for carbonizing coal that will utilize a higher 
percentage of the heat generated and will also materially 
decrease the time required to carbonize a given ramount 
of coal or other material. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an im 
proved stirring mechanism for the coal or other material 
being carbonized. 
A further object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved mechanism for recovering heat produced for dis 
tillation purposes and for separating some of the products 
distilled from the coal. K ' 

Another object of the invention is to provide mecha 
nism for preventing the collection or accumulation of 
distillation products on partsv of the. control mechanism 
in the retort. 

Still a further object of the invention is to provide 
mechanism for recovering steam produced in the cool 
ing4 of the char and using same to heat the retort portion 
of the device. 
The invention consists in the provision of a retort of 

the cylindrical type which is rotatable in a refractory 
housing, the 4retort’having an 'agitating or stirring device 
therein, including means heated to a point equal to or 
higher than the temperature of the retort for preventing 
condensation of products distilled from the coal and for 
scraping the interior of the retort. 
The invention also consists in the provision of means 

for recovering the heat present in the char, converting it~ 
into. steam, and introducing it into the retort after re 
heating with the heat» derived from the space about the 
retort cylinder. 
The invention further consists in withdrawing the 

gaseousffsubstance from the char before cooling, passing 
the gaseous material through a cooling device and there 
after washing the material forv removing oil from the 
gas and then reheating they fuel preparatory to burning 
for heatingv the char in the retort. 

'Tn the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a somewhat schematic elevational view of 

a device embodying the invention, 
Fig. 2 is. an enlarged elevational view of the retort, 
Fig. 3 isa view of one end of the retort, 
Fig. 4 is a view of the other end of the retort, 
Fig. 5 isl a sectional view of a part of the retort, 
Fig. 6 is a schematic view of they condensing. and wash 

gi'g d’evice used~ in connection with the mechanism of 
ig. , 

Fig. 7 is an enlargedv detail' view of the retort stirring 
mechanism, 

' Fig. 8 is a sectional view of a modified retort. mecha 
nism, 

Fig. 9 is an end view of the device shown in Fig. 8, 
Fig. 10 is an end view of a modiñcation of the inven 

tion, parts being removed to show detail, 
Fig. 11 is a sectional view taken substantially along 

the line 11-11 of Fig. 10, 
Fig. 12 is a sectional view taken substantially along 

the line 12-12 of Fig. 10, 
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Fig. 13 is a view of the other end of the device shown 
in Fig. 10, , 

Fig. 14 is a sectional view taken substantially along 
the line 14-14 of Fig. 13, 

Fig. 15 is a side elevational view, partly in section, of a 
portion of a modified retort; and 

Fig. 16 is an end View of the structure shown in Fig. 15. 
The invention is embodied in the mechanism illustrated 

in the several views of the drawings in which the numeral 
1 designates a retort made up of a cylindrical tubular 
member, the retort being closed at its ends by castings 2 
and 3 and heated by suitable gas burners 4, 5 and 6. 
The material to be carbonized is fed into the retort 1 
from hopper 7 by means of a screw conveyor 8 driven 
by a variable speed motor (not shown), and is subjected 
to a rapid stirring action by means of blades 9 attached 
to a shaft 1i) driven by motor 1l through chain l2. The 
blades 9 are disposed circumferentially about the shaft 
ii) so that the material within the retort is subjected to 
the repeated action of each of the blades. 
As shown in Fig. l, the shaft l0 is led through castings 

2 and 3 in eccentric collars 13 (Fig. 7) held in place by 
a plurality of set-screws 14. The eccentric collars act 
as bearings for the stirring or agitating device and pro 
vide means for adjusting the position of the blades on 
shaft 1€) relative to the retort l. The shaft lib is hollow 
and contains an electric heating element l5, the purpose 
of which is to maintain the temperature or” the shaft a few 
degrees higher than that of the interior of the retort, 
thereby preventing condensation of tars and other vapors 
on the shaft 10 as well as accumulation of dust and gritty 
material thereon. 
The tube 16, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, serves as a sup 

port for thermocouple tubes 17, 18 and 19. The thermo 
couple tube 16, shown in Fig. l, supports a regulator 2li 
which controls the gas pressure within the retort. The 
regulator controls the speed of the exhaust fan 2l located 
in the outlet of the retort 1. The thermocouple 17 is 
shown connected to the gas regulator for the burner 4. 
In like manner, the thermocouples 18 and 19 regulate 
the flow of fuel to burners 5 and 6, respectively. The 
thermocouple shoes 22 (Fig. 5) are in contact with the 
inside wall of the retort and it is possible to automatically 
maintain a constant predetermined temperature in the 
three heating regions of the retort as determined by the 
gas burners 4, 5 and 6. 
The char produced in the retort 1 is discharged into 

the feed screw or twist conveyor 23 driven by means 
of a variable speed motor 24. The portion of the screw 
disposed below the retort is tapered so that an approxi 
mately level surface of char remains above the screw 
at all times. The speed of the screw is regulated so that 
there is a layer of char above the screw at all times, the 
height of this char being determined by a tester 25 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The gases produced during 
carbonization in the retort are drawn through the char 
above screw 23 and escape at the take-off 26. The gases 
then pass to the dust box 27, to the condenser 28, and 
thence through washer 29. By means of the fan 2l the 
gases are forced into a storage reservoir (not shown). 
The reason for drawing the gases through the char is 
to filter the dust therefrom because it becomes trouble 
some if allowed to remain in the gases. The condensing 
system is shownin greater detail in Fig. 6, having a 
condenser 28 therein of a constant temperature reflux 
type. The gases derived from the dust box 27 are drawn 
through the condensing system by the pressure regulated 
fan 21 which removes the non-condensible gas from the 
washer 29 shown in Figs. 2 and 6. 
The condenser 28 is filled with a liquid 30, the boil 

ing point of which is somewhat lower than that of the 
heavy tar vapors in the gases. As these tars condense 
and pass through trap 33, the temperature of liquid 30 is 
raised to its boiling point and continues to boil at this 
temperature. The vapors of the liquid Sti are condensed 
in condenser 3l and cooled by means of cold water in 
a jacket 3.2. A pluralityl of these constant temperature 
condensers, using liquid of lower boiling points than 
liquid 30, may be introduced between the dust box 
27 and the cold water condenser 35, in order to breakv 
up and separate the tars passing the condenser 28. This 
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constitutes means for separating the lighter and brighter 
tars as condensation progresses. Additional reflux con 
densers can be introduced at point 34 in the gas con 
duit. The last condenser in this conduit is a boiling 
water condenser which passes practically all of the water 
vapor in the gases along with the lighter oils that con 
dense at temperatures below 100° C. These lighter oils 
and water are condensed in the cold water condenser 35. 
A gas washer is introduced between the condenser 

35 and the fan 21. In the system disclosed, the washer 
comprises a spray 36 discharging water that flows over 
pieces of petroleum coke 37. The lighter oils rise to the 
top of the wash liquid and are removed from a trap 
38, the heavier liquid flowing out at the orifice 39. 
The screw or twist 23 which carries hot char from 

the end of the retort discharges it into a steam box 40. 
This screw 23 actuates a stirrer 41 that agitates the char 
received from the screw. Water is sprayed onto the hot 
char by means of spray 42, thereby cooling the char and 
forming steam. The quantity of steam is controlled by 
the amount of water admitted, sufñcient water being 
supplied to cool the char to the desired temperature. A 
pressure gauge 43 and a safety valve 44 are provided 
in the system. 

Steam generated in the box 40 flows through the char 
being moved by screw 23, escapes through the gas take 
olf 26, and becomes part of the gases moving through 
the condensing system. This steam serves two purposes, 
viz: it purges the char of gases and prevents the intake 
of air from the atmosphere since pressure in the con 
densing system is maintained below that of the atmos 
phere by fan 21 so that the gas from the retort 1 will 
flow to the condensing system'through the char in its 
path to the take-oit 26. 
The surplus steam from steam box 40 is removed 

through the steam line 45, passes through the heat ex 
changer 46, and thence to the interior of the retort at 
port 47, thus recovering some of the heat of the waste 
gases from the burners 4, 5 and 6 used to heat the retort. 
It also aids in the removal of the volatile matter in the 
material being carbonized by lowering the partial pressure 
of gases being removed in the carbonization process. 
The steam box has a screw 48 rotatably mounted 

therein that removes the partially cooled char therefrom 
and discharges it into a suitable storage pit; or may 'direct 
it to a briquetting press (not shown). 
The ñre box 49 encloses the heated portion of the 

retort 1 and is made up of a suitable refractory, thus 
maintaining the heat about the retort. The heat pro 
duced bv the burners is conñned to the heating space Si) 
surrounding the retort. The depth of the space 50 varies 
in accordance with the heat requirements of the retort 
since the radiated heat through the retort is in propor 
tion to the volume of the fire space surrounding it. The 
gas burners 4. 5 and 6 supply heat to the space 50 through 
orifices 51. The gas for the burners is derived from the 
storage reservoir supplied from the conduit 52 in which 
fan 21 is connected. The ,gas delivered to the burners 
passes through the heat exchanger 46 to which heat is 
supplied bv waste gases derived from the space 50 through 
orifices 53 and conduit 54. The gas _passes from the 
heat exchanger 46 to a fan S5. thence to the mixing Valve 
56, and then through a flexible conduit 57 to the burner 
manifold 58. Air is drawn through the heat exchanger 
46 by a fan 59 and discharged into the mixing valve 56. 
The heated mixed gas and air passes through the mani 
fold 58 to control boxes 60, 61 and 62 which regulate 
the flow of gas and air to the burners, thereby holding 
the temperature of the retort constant. These control 
boxes are actuated by thermocouples attached to the 
thermocouple tubes 17, 18 and 19 shown at 63, 64 and 
65 respectively. A suitable shoe for the thermocouples 
is in contact with the inner wall of the retort and shown 
at 22. The carbonizing temperature within the retort 1 
is automatically maintained at a predetermined value. 
Three thermocouples are used for the purpose of insuring 
against local over-heating and to secure a proper tem 
perature gradient Within the retort. 

The retort 1 is supported for rotation by a plurality 
of rollers 66 and 67, there being one on each side of the 
retort. These rollers engage an annular track 68, the 
supporting faces of which are at an angle of 90° with re 
spect to each other. Axial movement of retort 1 with 
respect to track 68 is prevented by means of cleats 6.9 
secured to the retort. Rollers 66 are secured to shaft 70 
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and held between brackets 71. The motor 11 drives 
shaft 70 and rollers 66, thereby rotating retort 1 by rea 
son of the friction between the rollers and the track. 
Rollers 72 and 73 support the other end of the retort and 
roll on a fiat top annular track 74, its face of contact 
being larger than the width of the annular track which 
permits retort 1 to contract and expand, when cooled or 
heated, relative to the supporting frame or platform 76. 
The construction of track 68 and rollers 66 and 67 is 
such that they act as thrust bearings for preventing the 
retort drifting to the right or to the left. Wear of track 
68 and rollers 66 and 67 may, in some cases, be excessive 
and, therefore, the flat top track is preferable. Track 
74 is held between cleats 75 similar in construction to 
cleats 69. 

Rollers 66, 67, 72 and 73 roll freely on anti-friction 
bearings mounted on shafts 70, 77, 78 and 79. Shafts 
70 and 77 pass through bearings 80 and 81 and support 
casting 2. These bearings are adjustable in a horizontal 
direction by means of screws 82 and 83, the screws bear 
ing against bearing blocks 84, thereby alfording a very 
accurate adjustment for positioning casting 2 relative to 
the retort. Casting 3 is similarly supported and adjusted 
on shafts 78 and 79 by screws 85. 

Fig. l shows a partial view of castings 2 and 3, casting 
2 ñtting into the front end of the retort and casting 3 f1t 
ting over the other end thereof and sealed against gas 
leakage by packing rings 85 and 86. The rapid stirring 
of the material to be carbonized is essential because the 
heat penetration of the material, such as a ground coal, 
is proportional to the square root of the time of heat ñow. 
The stirrer in the retort is carried by shaft 10 and con 
sists of blades 9 secured to the shaft by means of hubs 87 
and spokes 88 at suitable distances along the shaft 10. 
The blades are curved and set at an angle relative to the 
spokes 88 such that the material being stirred is lifted 
from the surface of the retort and scattered, the stirrer 
revolving opposite to the direction of rotation of the 
retort. Shaft 10 is driven by motor 11 by means of a 
chain 12 and suitable sprockets 89. 
The heating element 15 within the shaft 10 is connected 

to a suitable source of power 92 through slip rings 91, 
collecting shoes 90 engaging the rings 91 for attachment 
to lead wires. A generator 93 is provided in the circuit 
for supplying current to the shaft heating element 15, 
which maintains the shaft at a higher temperature than 
the carbonizing temperature of the material passing 
through the retort 1. 

In a modiñed construction, a drying or pre-heating 
tube 94 is provided for certain materials, as shown in 
Fig. 8. A casting or fitting 95 is provided in place of 
casting 2, and a duplicate thereof is installed at one end 
of the tube 94. The casting 95 is supported by shafts 
96 and 97 (Fig. 9) mounted on auxiliary supporting 
brackets 96' and 97’, and movable with adjusting blocks 
98 and 99. The shaft 96 is keyed to rollers 66 and to 
additional rollers (not shown) in supporting engagement 
with a second annular track 100. Thus the driving of the 
pre-heating tube 94 by motor 11 will transmit power to 
rollers 66 and thence to the retort 1. The shaft 10 of the 
stirring mechanism is provided with an extension 101 for 
driving both shaft 10 and extension 101. 
The carbonizing unit consisting of fire box 49, retort 

1 and associated mechanism, is mounted on a rigid frame 
76, one end of said frame having hinges 102 and 103 
connected between the frame and a suitable abutment 
76', the other end of the frame being supportedy by ad 
justable jack-screws 104. By varying the angle or pitch 
of the retort with respect to the horizontal, the -rate of 
flow of material to be carbonized therethrough is con 
trolled. 
The gas take-off 26 from the dust box 27 is concentric 

with thel hinges 102 and 103. The take-olf conduit 52 
has a sliding fit with the nipple 105 secured to the dust 
box. This, in combination with the flexible conduit 57, 
makes it possible to adjust the angle of the retort with 
respect to the horizontal without disturbing the con 
denser and gas feed systems. The exhaust gases from 
the heat exchanger may be used to pre-heat the material 
to be carbonized before it is introduced into the hopper 7. 
A detail of the bearings for the stirring mechanism is 

shown in Fig. 7. The eccentric collar 13 is carried by 
the casting 2 in a web 106 of a removable plate. The 
clamps 107 hold the plate in casting 2. By means of 
this construction the stirrer can be introduced into the 
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retort»,V or. removed therefrom without. removing easting 
2., Since the> plate. is larger than the stirrer. assembly, 

eeeentrie provides means ,for adjusting the Contacty 
of. blades 9 with respect.l to the. interior Wall of the retort. 
A similar mechanism is provided at. the other end of 
the retort for supporting; .shaft 10.. These adjustments 
make: possible. a varying degree of pressure between the 
blades of the stirrer and the inner wall -of- the. retort.. 
A modified forni ofthe invention is illustrated in Figs. 

1:0.v through 14. in. which 10S represents the peuftionV of a 
retort similar to retort 1 described above. A closure. 1.09 
is provided therefor in which a, shaft 11,0 is rotatably 
supported. This shaft. is provided- with. a plurality of 
blades 111 suitably securedto the shaft for the purpose 
of stirring the material to be carbonized. A scraper 112 
is also rotatably supported in the closure that consists of 
a pipe 113 to which a rectangular bar 114 is fastened. 
The bar 114 serves as a scraper for removing the material 
which may adhere to the interior wall of the retort, the 
retort being rotatably supported between two rollers 11S. 
These rollers are rotatably supported on a lever 116 piv 
ot-ally supported on a base 117. The retort is provided 
withl an: annular track 118 which is in engagement with 
the; rollers 115. A segmental gear 119 is secured to the 
annular track and vertical movement is imposed on the 
retort by permitting the rollers 11,5 toA be moved toward 
or away from the retort.. . This motion is Controlled by 
positioning screws 120, there being onescrew for cach 
of the rollers 115 and the lever 11.6, The screw jack 
and hinge shown in Fig. _l is also used for changing the 
pitch of the retort. The retort is rotated by a drive mo 
tor 121, which motor operates a speed changer 122 that 
drives a gearA 123 meshing with the segmental gear 119. 
A second gear 124 is associated with gear 123 and drives 
the shaft 110 and stirring blades `111 by means, of a suit 
able power transmitting device 125 eonnectable to a suit 
able gear (not shown) secured to shaft 11b. Relative 
axial movement of the retort with ¿respect to rollers 115 
is prevented by means of a roller 126. which is rotatably 
supported on base 117. This gear has a beveled opera  
img_face which cooperates with a .correspondingly shaped 
Surface on track 118. The _r 1,26` and the track 11S 
are in constant engagement with each other so that rela 
tive axial motion is prevented. This structure supports 
one end of the retort, the opposite end of the retort be 
ing rotatably supported by structure the same as that 
just described. This end of the retort is provided with a 
closure 127 constructed similar to the casting 3. A 
tapered feed screw conveyor or twist 123 is rotatably sup 
ported in the lower end of the closure for the removal 
of char discharged from the retort. The depth of the 
char in the closure is measured by a tester 129. The 
stirring, mixing and scraping mechanism is also sup 
ported in the closure. 

Fig. 13 shows a lever 130 secured to the pipe 113 to 
which an adjustable weight 131 is secured. The distance 
the weight 131 is located from the pipe 113 determines 
the friction-between scraper 112 and the interior wall 
for the purpose of scraping any char that adheres to the 
interior surface of the retort. i 
The ends of the retort are provided with suitable in 

sulation and the retort is surrounded by the refractory 
material shown in Fig. 2 thereof, the ends having means 
therein for cooling the bearings by means of water or 
other cooling medium. 
A modiñed construction is disclosed in Figs. l5 and 

16 of the drawings showing a portion of one end of 
the retort 135 having a closure 136 for the discharge 
end of the retort. The opposite end of the conveyor 
has a closure similar to that shown in Figs. 2 or ll. 
A stirring or agitating mechanism 137 is rotatably 
mounted in the closure and may be fabricated from 
angle bars suitably welded together or in any other de 
sirable manner to form a multibladed element. This 
element is located in the retort so that its axis of ro 
tation is positioned on a radius approximately 45° from 
the vertical. The blades of this mechanism are given 
a slight helix lead or twist so that it is not necessary to 
tilt the retort 135 for causing the material to be passed 
therethrough. Under some conditions of operation 
wherein the material being charred is sticky and ad 
heres to the blades of the stirring mechanism it is r0 
tated at a high rate of speed so that the material will 
be _dislodged from the mechanism blades by centrifugal 
action. ‘ 
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.In earboniz-,ing retorts et’> large capacity,` .sueh as sev-d 
eral hundred tons per day, the lead applied te agitating 
mechanism ebviates the tilting of the longitudinal axis, 
of the retort as described above..` The rate at which 
the mechanism is, rotated and the degree of lead of 
the helix or twist applied to the blades thereof regu 
latesl the rate at which material is fed through the retort. 

rlfhe scraping mechanism 138 for removing char and 
other adhering materials is rotatably mounted in the 
closures for the retort.. This mechanism comprises a 
tube or rod 139 rotatably supported in the closures, 
A plurality of individual Scrapers 140 is distributed along 
the length of the tube or rod 139. These Scrapers are 
shaped- similar to. plow shares so that they will move 
the ̀ material removed from the retort wall toward the 
discharge end thereof. Each scraper 140 is- secured to 
tube or rod _139 by means of a flexible rod or bar 141 
extending throughsaid tube and secured to rings 142 
loosely supported on said tube or rod 139 there being 

t a Welded connection between the scraper 140 and the 
rings. The flexible rods and rings move and hold the 
Scrapers in Contact with the interior wall of the retort 
after the rod or tube 139 is suitably rotationally ad 
justed. The particular construction compensates for 
irregularities in the retort surface so that the scrapers 
will always engage the wall of the retort. Under some 
conditions of operation the scraper 13S may be omitted 
and. reliance placed .solely on the agitator this being 
done where the material becomes plastic and sticky. 
When the material being carbonized is not inclined to 
wards st_ickiness then the scraping mechanism alone is 
used. In the former construction the vrate of rotation 
of the retort and the shape of the Scrapers determines 
the rate at which material passes through the retort, 
and if necessary the retort mayv be tilted to facilitate 
material movement therethrough. When only the 
scraper is used the retort is rotated at a rate ysuch that 
the material being carbonized will be maintained against 
the inner wall of the retort. 
The closure for the discharge end of the retort shown 

in Figs. 15 and 16 has a partition 143 therein that ex 
tends downwardly substantially to a line drawn through 
a plane passing through the axis of conveyor screws 
and twists 144 and 145 rotatably mounted in the 01o-, 
sure. This partition divides the space in closure 136 
into chambers 146 and 1,47. Char discharged from 
the retort 135 falls into chamber 146 and some is 
worked by the conveyors into the chamber 147. Gas 
passes through the char about each conveyor and in 
the chamber where it is filtered before passing through 
outlet 148 into duct or tube 52 for further filtering 
and treatment as described above in connection with 
Figs. l, 2 and 6. Suitable means are provided for ro 
tating the agitating or stirring mechanism and the two 
conveyors, such as the devices shown in Figs. 1 through 
5 as well as insulating the closures against heat loss. 
What we claim is: 
l. A carbonizing machine comprising a heat insu 

lated housing, a tubular retort rotatably mounted in 
said housing, means for introducing material to be 
carbonized into said retort, means within the retort 
for rapidly agitating said material, means for heating 
the interior of said housing and the retort therein, means 
associated with said agitating means for heating it to a 
temperature greater than that of the retort for prevent 
ing formation of deposits thereon; and scraping means 
in said retort separate from the agitating means for 
scraping char from the inner surface thereof. 

2. A carbonizing machine comprising a heat insu 
lated housing, a retort rotatably mounted in said hous 
ing, means for introducing material to be carbonized 
into said retort, means for heating said retort, an agita 
tor within the retort, a housing having a chamber there 
in at the discharge end of said retort into which char 
is introduced, a lead screw for removing char from 
said chamber, means for cooling said char by spray 
ing water thereon and forming steam; and means caus 
ing at least a portion of the steam to ñow through the 
char in the direction opposite to the direction of move 
ment thereof caused by the lead screw, for removing 
gases from the char. 

3. A carbonizing machine comprising a heat insu 
lated housing, a retort tube rotatably mounted in said 
housing, means for introducing material to be carbon~ 
ized into said retort tube, means for rapidly stirring the 
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material in said tube, means for heating said retort tube, 
a heat exchanger, means for conducting heat from said 
housing to said heat exchanger, a housing having a 
chamber therein at the discharge end of said retort 
tube for receiving char, a lead screw tube secured to 
said housing, a lead screw in said tube, a gas take-0E 
connected to said lead screw tube, a fan for drawing 
gas from said retort tube through the char in said 
chamber and tube, means for applying water to said 
char for cooling same and forming steam, means for 
heating at least a portion of the steam in said heat eX 
changer; and means for introducing the heated steam 
into said retort. 

4. A carbonizing machine comprising a retort, a 
pair of track members circumscribing said retort, one 
of said tracks having a ñange thereon, gear segments 
secured to said flange for forming a gear, means in en 
gagement with each track supporting the retort for ro 
tation, a gear for meshing with the gear segments on 
said ‘one track, a multi-bladed stirring mechanism in 
said retort, drive means connected to said gear seg 
ments and said stirring mechanism for rotating said re 
tort and stirring mechanism in opposite directions; and 
scraper mechanism rockably supported in said retort, 
including means for mounting the mechanism in en 
gagement with the interior surface of said'retort. 

5. A carbonizing machine comprising a retort, an 
annular track mounted near each end of said retort, one 
of said tracks having gear segments secured thereto, 
rollers in engagement with each of said tracks, means 
for adjusting the rollers toward and away from said 
retort for adjusting the position thereof, a gear in en 
gagement with the gear segments on said one track, a 
multi-bladed stirring mechanism rotatably mounted in 
said retort, drive means connected to said gear seg 
ments and stirring mechanism for driving same in op 
posite directions; and means for scraping material from 
the interior surface of said retort which includes an 
angle bar rotatably supported in said retort and means 
for engaging one edge thereof with the interior surface 
of the retort. 

6. A carbonizing machine, comprising a heat insu 
lated housing; a retort tube rotatably mounted in the 
housing and having an inlet and an outlet; means for 
introducing material to be carbonized into the inlet; a 
chamber adjacent the outlet for receiving the char; a 
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tubular member having one end thereof in communi 
cation with said chamber; a conveyor in the tubular 
member for moving the char away from said chamber 
toward the other end of the tubular member; a water 
spray adjacent said other end of the tubular member 
for cooling the char and producing steam in the tubu 
lar member; passage means connected to the tubular 
member intermediate the ends thereof; and vacuum 
producing means associated with the passage means for 
causing the steam to be drawn through the char in the 
direction opposite to the movement thereof through 
the tubular member and for causing the gas within the 
retort tube to be drawn through the char in the chamber. 
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